Golden Coin
Designed to empower crypto people

Synopsis
This White Paper is exclusively conceptualized to introduce open source platform of Golden
Coin. This white paper also effectively casts spotlight on the vital facets of the objectives of
bringing digitization in world of travel, shopping and sandal wood plantation. In addition, this
white paper thoroughly addresses the benefits of integrating the block chain technology and
digital currency with travel, shopping and sandal wood plantation. Besides this, helps to
comprehend the major issues of these three that Golden Coin addressed efficiently.

Golden Coin an open source platform: Introduction
Golden Coin is a block chain platform or in other words a distinct international market place
giving equal access to all enthusiasts of travel, shopping and sandal wood plantation. As Golden
Coin is a brain child of crypto currency experts and financial industry pros hence it has adequate
potential to transform all the three arenas of travel, shopping and sandal wood plantation into a
new digital market place.

This community driven platform offers a transparent, speedy, secure and liquid way to invest and
trade in above mentioned sectors. In nut shell, making all geographical, bureaucratic and
transactional barriers transparent and insignificant Golden Coin is accessible for everyone in just
a few clicks.

Objective that pushed to introduce Golden Coin


To bring all investors of travel, shopping and sandal wood plantation on single platform
irrespective of their investment potential



To develop a platform where all i.e. from a seasoned travel to shopping and sandal wood
plantation investor all can freely communicate



To develop better cooperation among different investors



To establish a transparent ownership transfer system



To give a 24X7 accessibility to investors

Know backbone of Golden Coin – Imperative Block chain
Block chain is unique and new database technology having autonomous and decentralized
platform. As it is not own or run by any single entity hence property buying, selling or
ownerships transfers are absolutely secure and immutable. With unique time stamp it also
supports to track the transactions thereby giving an upper hand to its reliability. Moreover, as it
provides real time information hence it considerably adds value to real estate transactions. In
short, it has dictating edge over others thanks to its diverse non cash applications and services.

Pros of relying on open source software
An open source platform motivates members to contribute as well as integrate the platform with
other applications as per their specific requirement. Also, an open source platform nurtures
transparency in all operations this simply means a member irrespective of his invested capital
and status has complete freedom to track anything from anywhere.

A glimpse of unique selling proportion of Golden Coin
Few key aspects sets Golden Coin way ahead from its competitors like:


Community driven



Decentralized



High efficiency



Security



Speed



Transparency



Global access

Key features of Golden Coin

Issues of real estate that Golden Coin addresses efficiently
Problem

Solution

Limited access to travel, shopping or even Brings global opportunities by connecting
sandal wood plantation market
more and more markets
Cumbersome system having lots of lengthy log Runs on easy to operate block chain platform
in procedures and multiple windows to step in having least formalities
sandal wood plantation work
Big chunk of the business is centralized around Absolutely a decentralized platform
few portals
Depends on local investors hence limited No limited capital as global investors can
capital is available for sandal wood plantations easily participate
Require at
investments

least

reasonable

capital

for Capital is not a constraint as one can start by
investing even a small amount

Huge amount goes waste as third party Insignificant transaction fee
commissions
Non availability of correct latest information

Provides real time information

Frauds are always around the corner

Completely
possibilities

rejects

all

sorts

of

fraud

In nut shell
“Travel, shopping and making investment in sandalwood plantation
is good, and with Golden Coin, it is easy”

Disclaimer
This White Paper is meant solely to have a better comprehension about Golden Coin. It is
designed exclusively for informational purpose and use of readers. Therefore at any stage do not
consider it as a legal advice. Golden Coin makes no representations or warranties hence any
reliance on the information contained in this White paper may lead to markets risks. At no stage
Golden Coin will accept any liability for any sort of direct or indirect minor to major loss
occurring by reading information contained in this White Paper. Therefore all readers are
requested to read all the documents carefully before making any sort of real estate investment.
Readers are particularly advised to use their judgement/discretion before taking property

decisions.
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